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VOICES
“In Torrent, there is no overload
of images nor acrobatic graphic
design to compete with artists and
all there is in their works and lives,
which the magazine has quietly but
firmly chosen to present. Its weight
(holding the hand down), size (just
right for folding and rolling) and
touch (the clash of paper, the gloss
that jumps to the eye) are a little
vicious, which is precisely why I find
it inviting . . . It is a house that artists
would be able to breathe in.”
Yeung Yang,
Soundpocket, Hong Kong
“Torrent presents itself as a
hybrid object that lays in a field
that is historical and at the same
time creates a bond between the
reader and the subjects; it becomes
personal and empowers the reader
to become an essential part of the
artists’ storyboard. All this is packed
into a simple and raw design that
emphasizes the honest fluidity of
its content.”
João Vasco Paiva,
artist, Hong Kong
“This publication helps audiences
to get in touch with the ‘residual’ or
hidden history in art-making (which
is important but always forgotten).”
Clara Cheung and
Cheng Yee Man (Gum),
C&G Artpartment, Hong Kong
“As an artist, I like to see the work
and thinking processes of other
artists in this publication. It’s not the
average ‘curator, critic or art historian
said this or that.’ The artist is very
present between the pages and the
visual material is overwhelmingly rich
and stimulating!”
Philip Matesic,
artist, Zurich
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VANISHING, MONOLOGISM,
HANDS, SADNESS, SEX
AND READERS

3

Monologism as Poetry
by artist Vittorio Santoro
www.conflictingtales.org
1

The Sad Reality of Cultural
Policy in Hong Kong
www.showingwithouttelling.org

6

A Sex Story to a Sex Story
by artist Wong Wai Yim
www.ithinkitrains.org

4

An Action for an Image
by artist Fiete Stolte
www.ithinkitrains.org
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2

In Search of Vanished Blood
by artist Nalini Malani

Editorial Wanderings, Torrent
Readers and Free Downloads

www.burgercollection.org

www.torrentmagazine.org

5

Will Politics Crush Art?
Silver Silence/Golden Speech.
Art Conversations—Torrent Supplement
www.ithinkitrains.org
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